There is a number of ports where approach or inside navigation channels are located close to the quay walls. In difficult hydro-meteorological conditions appropriate speed of ship is needed to keep proper ship’s steering while passing through channel. The ships that pass near the quay walls with high speed create high interaction forces on moored ships and negatively interact on their mooring equipment and quay walls. Ports should ensure relevant maintenance and reliability of quay walls and ships’ mooring equipment. That is why investigation of the ships interaction forces during ship passing near the ships moored to quay walls is very important to find limitations of the passing ship speed depending on passing ship’s parameters, distances and environmental conditions to provide reliable maintenance of navigation channel. In the article the conditions of dynamic forces caused by passing ships are investigated, including possible external forces influencing on moored ships, mooring equipment and quay walls. The methodology to assess the forces exerted on ship moored to quay wall by ship passing close to them is created. On the basis of the case study analysis results, the recommendations for the limitations to ships passing near the ships moored to quay walls were proposed that will allow providing relevant maintenance and reliability of navigation channel and its infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

There are many ports in the world where approach and inside navigation channels (fairways) are located very close to quay walls where small and large ships may be moored [1]. Hydrodynamic interaction between the passing ships and ships moored to quay wall influence the moored ships, together with additional external forces that are caused by wind, waves, shallow water effect, inertia forces, created by movements of the moored ship and currents [2, 3, 5, 18, 39]. That is why it is important to provide relevant maintenance and reliability of the quay walls of navigation channel and to conduct calculations of generated external forces influence on quay wall and its equipment (quay wall bollards and fenders), as well as on moored ships mooring equipment (winches, bollards, mooring ropes, etc.) [4, 16].

Ships passing with high speed near the vessels moored to quay walls create high hydrodynamic interaction forces between ships and have negative influence on moored ships mooring equipment and quay walls [26, 41, 43]. Examination of the ship’s interaction forces during ship passing near moored vessels is necessary in order to find limitation of the passing ship’s speed that may depend on the passing ship’s parameters, distances, hydro-meteorological and hydrological conditions [30, 36, 43]. In ports located at the mouth of the rivers or close to the seashore (Fig. 1), such as Southampton (UK), Livorno (Italy), Klaipeda (Lithuania) and others, the precaution measures must be taken to minimize the possible negative influence of the passing
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ships on moored ships and quay walls to avoid their damages [1, 28, 37, 40, 42].

In some ports passing ships speed limitations are introduced. Such restrictions depend mainly on ships size. It should be mentioned that this limitation approach is rather risky, because ships with different size create different hydrodynamic interaction forces on moored ships and do not always provide relevant maintenance of navigation channel infrastructure. The main solution used in ports to decrease the risk of the moored vessels and quay walls damages - is to reduce the passing ships speed. However, at the same time very low speed of these ships decreases their manoeuvrability, reliability of vessels and quay walls and finally increases the risk of the passing ships navigation and probability of collision with moored vessels or quay wall [3, 4, 8, 11].

The identified gap motivated the authors to undertake the research on moored ships and quay wall safety and reliability in situation when the forces created by ships passing very close to moored ones occur together with other external forces like wind, waves, current, shallow water effect. It also justifies the need to develop the complex calculation method that could be used in practice to assess the influence of passing ships on moored ones and quay walls.

The article aims to investigate the ship to ship interaction in mentioned conditions, develop methodology to assess the forces exerted on ship moored to quay wall by ship passing close to them and find the solution to minimize the risk of damage to ships moored to quay walls when other ships are passing close to them. Moreover, it aims to find optimal passing ship speed considering different environmental conditions (e.g. hydro-meteorological and hydrological) that will allow increasing the reliability of navigation channel operation.

2. State of the art analysis

The situation when ships are moored to the quay wall very close to the narrow navigation channel is observed in different ports [1, 2, 3, 42, 43]. Such situations may take place when port is located at the mouth of the river and has narrow fairway, as well as when it is situated near the seashore, but has limited infrastructure. Port location and layout may influence the volume of investments needed to widen channels. Such investments could be very expensive, time consuming or even not feasible due to the ground and other conditions [12]. In such cases the ships movement should be planned and organized in a safe and efficient way using existing infrastructure.

Based on observations made it could be stated that ships may be moored to one or both sides of the navigation channel. For example, in Livorno port in Italy (Fig. 2) ships are moored to both sides of the channel and large vessels are passing very close to the moored ones, sometimes even on the distance less than width of the passing ship [1].
The analysis of the available literature revealed that currently a lot of attention is paid to the aspects of traffic and navigation safety. Research investigates i.a. interaction between the elements of transport systems [29], the impact of traffic conditions on transport safety [23], ship maneuvering [33], navigation safety [9, 24, 42], as well as interactions between ships [34, 36] in navigation channels etc.

In some ports the passing ship should make manoeuvres, e.g. turn to large angle (Fig. 3), due to infrastructure limitations, and pass very close to the moored ships. It is possible to perform such operation just with tugs assistance. At the same time, it happens that passing ships cannot decrease speed, because external forces caused by wind, current and waves, as well as additional shallow water influence the decrease of the passing ship manoeuvrability [3, 18, 22, 29, 36, 42]. In these cases the probability that passing ship will move out of navigation channel increases and internal possibilities, like thrusters, or external assistance, like tugs, sometimes are not able to keep passing large ships in channels and provide relevant reliability level.

In some ports the specific terminals, like container terminal in Bremerhaven port, are located very close to the navigation channel through which MEGA container vessels (with length about 400 m) pass very close to the other moored ships during their mooring and unmooring operations (Fig. 4).

Very high hydrodynamic interaction forces created by passing MEGA container vessels have negative influence on moored ships and quay walls mooring equipment [1, 2, 5, 28]. Sometimes large passing ships create very high propeller screw flow that has negative impact on moored ships as well [7, 38, 42].

Moreover, ship to ship interaction problems are considered in the literature. The available positions describe the selected aspects of ships interaction in selected conditions. Kadiri and Weih [14] modelled hydrodynamic interactions between two slender bodies of revolution moving in close proximity, in an unbounded, inviscid, and incompressible fluid. Von Graefe et al. [35] introduced the nonlinear steady flow method that accounts for the nonlinear free-surface conditions, ship wave, and dynamic trim and sinkage. Hydrodynamic interactions between two ships advancing in waves were also considered by Chen and Fang [5].

Yuan et al. [41] analysed interaction between two ships with side-by-side arrangement by using 3-D Rankine source panel code, investigating the influence of the distance between the vessels. Yuan et al. [39, 40] also investigated hydrodynamic interaction between two ships travelling or being stationary in shallow water. Bhautoo et al. [3] considered Port of Brisbane conditions to assess moored vessel interaction induced by passing ships. The developed model included a 2D numerical hydrodynamic and wave model, validated against recorded tidal elevations and wave conditions. Weiss et al. [36] validated the criteria for dimensioning pretension suitable for mooring lines of Post-Panamax class ships docked at a port channel. Hydrodynamic interaction phenomena investigations during the ship overtaking manoeuvre for marine related simulators with the use of CFD methods was analysed by Nikushchenko and Zubova [27], as well as Wańk et al. [37].

There are several positions that consider ship and bank interaction [6, 26]. Time-domain numerical method based on a three-dimensional potential flow solver was developed by Nam and Park [25] to investigate the passing ship problem with a moored barge alongside quay. Potential flows around the passing ship and the moored barge alongside a quay was solved by using a classical finite element method. Lataire and Vantorre [17] described hydrodynamic interaction between ships in restricted Waterways. In turn, Lee et al. [18] investigated hydrodynamic interaction forces between two large vessels, moving each other in curved narrow channel, this topic was also analyzed by Zalewski and Montewka [42].
Comparing the research undertaken in the presented article to similar research works it should be highlighted that reviewed research articles and other available sources do not contain the complex view on interactions between ships sailing through the navigation channels and moored ships. These positions also do not take into account created movement of moored ships and insufficient pretension of the mooring ropes result in inertia forces of the moored ship. These forces influence is analysed separately. Moreover, forces or energies distribution between fenders of the quay wall and mooring ropes of the moored ship, mooring ropes pretension forces evaluation to avoid or minimize moored ship movement near the quay wall were not explained sufficiently.

The examples presented above, as well as results of conducted literature analysis, confirm the need to develop heuristic methodology that will allow analysing and calculating hydrodynamic interaction of the passing ships influence on ships moored to the quay walls and determine the speed limitations of ships moving along the navigation channel.

3. Hydrodynamic interaction between passing and moored ships together with theoretical basis of possible external forces

3.1. Research methodology

In order to develop methodology, first of all, the available literature analysis was conducted that allowed to review the state of the art in the area of ships maintenance, reliability, hydrodynamics and models used to assess the interactions between the ships etc. Necessary data was collected based on literature sources and observations of ships movement in port area and experimental data received from ports (Fig. 5).

It was stated that methodology used in the research should take into account ships particular geometrical and sailing parameters, hydro-meteorological and hydrological conditions in a certain place. Main ships parameters have to be considered, such as: passing ship’s displacement, displacement of ship moored to quay wall, width of a passing ship, draft of passing ship, moored ship air projection on diametric square, moored ship air projection on middle square, area of the moored ship’s hull in water, moored ship length between perpendiculars, moored ship average draft, moored ship block coefficient, moored ship width, moored ship’s speed near the quay wall (in case if ship moves near the quay wall), mass of the ship moored to quay wall, mooring scheme of the moored ship.

Hydro-meteorological and hydrological conditions that have to be taken into account in the proposed method are: wind velocity, wind course angle (the angle to a quay wall), current velocity, current course angle to moored ship, waves course angle on moored ship, waves high, speed of movement of water particles in the waves.

Moreover, additional data, such as: navigation channel width (evaluated distance between passing and moored ships), channel depth and depth near the quay wall, necessary for conducting the research should be collected and analysed. Furthermore, the relevant coefficients, received by theoretical and experimental investigations, should be considered.

In order to assess the total forces exerted on ship moored to quay wall by vessels passing close to them and additional external forces acting on moored ship the appropriate separate forces were identified and analysed. Those forces include: dynamic interaction force between passing and moored ships, current created force on moored ship, aerodynamic forces created on moored ship, forces on moored ship created by waves, shallow water influence on moored ship.

Then, the mathematical model was developed to calculate the forces acting on moored ship in case other ship passing near this vessel, as well as wind, current, waves, shallow water and additional inertia forces. This model takes into consideration implementation of following steps:

- collection and analysis of data mentioned above,
- planning possible distances between passing and moored ship,
- calculation of hydrodynamic interaction between ships based on collected needed data, distances between passing and moored ships and passing ship’s speed,
- calculation of particular external forces acting on moored ship,
- calculation and analysis of total forces acting on moored ship,
- evaluation of forces or energies distribution between fenders and mooring ropes based on ship’s mooring scheme,
- calculations of mooring ropes pretension of the moored ship,
- drawing the conclusions and recommendations for the specific conditions.

Boundary conditions of methodology and model are as follows: minimum distance between moored and passing ships should be not less than 0.25 $B_t$ in case passing ship’s speed is more than 4 knots; maximum distance between passing and moored ships should be less than 3 $B_t$, current speed - not more than 4 knots from any direction, wind velocity cannot be more than 18 m/s, waves high cannot be more than 1.5 m. In case of distance between moored and passing ships is more than 3 $B_t$, boundary conditions based on possible real conditions in port areas or interaction influence on moored ship do not have to be taken into account because, for example, the hydrodynamic interaction on the moored ship is very low.

The proposed methodology was verified on the basis of case study analysis. The ship movement in Klaipeda port was analysed in detail and calculations based on real data were carried out. On the basis of the archived results recommendations for limitations to ships passing near the vessels moored to quay walls were proposed.

3.2. Mathematical model

The limitations of ships passing near the quay walls should be based on the balance between hydrodynamic interaction between ships and their manoeuvrability in case of external forces occurrence, like wind, currents, waves and shallow water effect. Very often in narrow navigation channels the quay walls influence the possible ships speed, because hydrodynamic interaction take place [17, 23, 31]. In case when current, wind, waves and hydrodynamic interaction forces are acting in one direction, it is very difficult to compensate all this external forces by ship’s and quay wall mooring facilities. In general, moored ship mooring lines (ropes) pretension must be equal or
bigger than the created external forces on longitudinal and transverse forces.

Total forces that can act on ships and quay wall mooring equipment (bollards and fenders) in the longitudinal direction by passing ship together with other external forces could be calculated as follows:

\[ F = F_{\text{inter}} + F_c \cdot \cos q_c + F_a \cdot \cos q_a + F_w \cdot \cos q_w + F_s, \tag{1} \]

where: \( F \) - total forces that can act on ships and quay wall mooring equipment; \( F_{\text{inter}} \) - particular forces: \( F_{\text{inter}} \) - dynamic interaction force between passing and moored ships; \( F_c \) - current created force on moored ship; \( q_c \) - current course angle to moored ship; \( F_a \) - aerodynamic forces created on moored ship; \( q_a \) - wind course angle on moored ship; \( F_w \) - forces on moored ship created by waves; \( q_w \) - waves course angle on moored ship; \( F_s \) - shallow water influence on moored ship.

Hydrodynamic interactions between ships are based on pressure distribution around the sailing ship [16]. Revising the case of impact of ship passing near a vessel moored to a quay wall reveals that the passing ship moves and turns the moored ship (Fig. 6) [11, 16].

The hydrodynamic interaction force \( (F_{\text{inter}}) \) that acts on moored ship depends on ship’s dimensions and speed, distance between the ships and the depths of the channel. Basing on theoretical and experimental investigations, it could be estimated as follows:

\[ F_{\text{inter}} = k_1 \cdot D_1 \left(1 + \frac{D_2}{D_1}\right) \cdot v_1^2 \cdot \frac{k_2 B_1}{S} \left(1 - \frac{H - T_1}{H}\right), \tag{2} \]

where: \( k_1 \) - coefficient, for calculations could be taken from 0,10 up to 0,20 depending on the ship’s block coefficient, expressed in Fig. 7, based on theoretical and experimental studies [2]; \( D_1 \) - passing ship’s displacement; \( D_2 \) - displacement of ship moored to quay wall; \( v_1 \) - passing ship’s speed; \( k_2 \) - coefficient depending on passing ship’s speed, based on theoretical and experimental investigations [2] expressed in Fig. 8; \( B_1 \) - width of a passing ship; \( T_1 \) - draft of passing ship; \( S \) - distance between the ship moored to a quay wall and the passing ship; \( H \) - channel depth.

Wind and current acting on a ship moored to a quay wall can be calculated using the established ship theory methods [7, 16, 17]. Aerodynamic (wind) force \( (F_a) \) could be calculated as follows:

\[ F_a = C_a \cdot \frac{p_1}{2} \cdot \left(S_{2x} \cdot \sin q_a + S_{2y} \cdot \cos q_a\right) \cdot v_a^2, \tag{3} \]

where: \( C_a \) - aerodynamic coefficient, which in average is about 1,07 (specific data could be taken from aerodynamic tube testing); \( p_1 \) - air density, for the calculations could be taken as \( 1,25 \text{ kg/m}^3 \); \( S_{2x} \) - moored ship air projection on diametric square; \( S_{2y} \) - moored ship air projection on middle square; \( v_a \) - wind velocity; \( q_a \) - wind course angle (the angle to a quay wall).

In turn, force caused by current \( (F_c) \) could be calculated as follows [2]:

\[ F_c = C_y \cdot \frac{D}{2} \cdot \Omega \cdot v_c^2, \tag{4} \]

where: \( C_y \) - hydrodynamic coefficient of the ship and in case low current velocity it could be taken in average as 0,15; \( \rho \) - water density; \( v_c \) - current velocity; \( \Omega \) - area of the ship’s hull in water, can be calculate as follows [22]:

\[ \Omega = 1,05L_2(1,7T_2 + \delta_2B_2), \tag{5} \]

where: \( L_2 \) - moored ship length between perpendiculars; \( T_2 \) - moored ship average draft; \( \delta_2 \) - moored ship block coefficient; \( B_2 \) - moored ship width.

Forces on moored ship created by waves \( (F_w) \) could be calculated as it is presented below:

\[ F_w = C_w \cdot \frac{D}{2} \cdot h_w \cdot v_w^2, \tag{6} \]

where: \( C_w \) - wave acting on ship’s hull coefficient, could be taken as hydrodynamic coefficient of the ship and in case of low current (water) velocity it could be taken in average as 0,15; \( h_w \) - waves high; \( v_w \) - speed of movement of water particles in the waves, could be taken as \( 0,6 v_a \).
Shallow water effect on moored ship \( (F_s) \) could be calculated as follows:

\[
F_s = k_{R11} \cdot L_2 \cdot B_2 \cdot \frac{T_s}{H_2} \cdot v_s^2,
\]

(7)

where: \( k_{R11} \) - shallow water resistance coefficient, depending on the ratio \( T/H \), based on theoretical and experimental studies [2], expressed in Fig. 9; \( B_2 \) - moored ship width; \( T_s \) - moored ship average draft; \( H_2 \) - depth near the quay wall; \( v_s \) - moored ship's speed near the quay wall (in case if ship moves near the quay wall).

Finally, total forces acting on a ship moored to a quay wall could be calculated as follows:

\[
\vec{F} = \vec{F}_{inter} + \vec{F}_a + \vec{F}_c + \vec{F}_w + \vec{F}_s.
\]

(8)

Finally, total forces acting on a ship moored to a quay wall could be calculated as follows:

\[
\vec{F} = \vec{F}_{inter} + \vec{F}_a + \vec{F}_c + \vec{F}_w + \vec{F}_s.
\]

Fig. 9. Dependence of ship’s resistance coefficient \( k_{R11} \) on ship’s draft and depth \( T/H \)

The total force \( \vec{F} \) must be absorbed by quay wall fenders and bollards. This force will influence the reliability of the quay walls and moored ships. In case of correct mooring scheme, about 50 % of the total force is absorbed by quay wall fenders and about 50 % should be absorbed by ship’s mooring ropes and quay wall bollards: longitudinal and transverse forces. In case if there is not enough ship mooring rope pretension, the moored ship starts move along the quay wall and creates inertia forces (\( F_{in} \)), that sometimes could be higher as any other forces. The inertia forces could be calculated as it is shown below [2]:

\[
F_{in} = m_2 \cdot a,
\]

(9)

where: \( m_2 \) - the mass of the ship moored to quay wall; \( a \) - acceleration that could be calculated as follows:

\[
a = \frac{v_2^2}{2 \cdot T_p},
\]

(10)

where: \( v_2 \) - maximum possible ship movement speed near the quay wall that could be calculated on the basis of ship movement distance near the quay wall and the movement period. The movement distance near the quay wall for the moored to quay wall ship could be taken up to 25 – 30 % of the shortest mooring rope depending on pretension. Ship movement period (\( T_p \)) near a quay wall could be equal to:

\[
T_p = L_2 / 2 - L_2 / 3.
\]

Finally, inertia forces (\( F_{in} \)) could be calculated as it is presented below:

\[
F_{in} = k_p \cdot L_r \cdot \frac{m_2^2}{2 \cdot T_p^2},
\]

(11)

where: \( k_p \) - mooring rope pretension coefficient, based on theoretical and experimental studies [2] (Fig. 10), its values could change between 0.0001 and 0.25 (0.25 assumes that there is no mooring rope pretension at all).

Mooring ropes pretension in one direction could be calculated as bow direction that is compensated by astern long mooring ropes and bow springs, as astern direction, that is compensated by bow long mooring ropes and astern springs, and could be calculated as follows:

\[
T_{preth} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \cos \frac{\beta_{ast}}{n_{ast}} \sin \frac{\alpha_{ast}}{n_{ast}} + \sum_{j=1}^{n_{asr}} T_{asr} \sin \frac{\beta_{asr}}{n_{asr}} \cos \frac{\alpha_{asr}}{n_{asr}}.
\]

(12)

\[
T_{preth} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \cos \frac{\beta_{ast}}{n_{ast}} \sin \frac{\alpha_{ast}}{n_{ast}} + \sum_{j=1}^{n_{asr}} T_{asr} \sin \frac{\beta_{asr}}{n_{asr}} \cos \frac{\alpha_{asr}}{n_{asr}}.
\]

(13)

where: \( T_{preth} \) - sum of the pretension forces on ship’s bow direction; \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \) - total pretension astern long mooring ropes force, \( i = 1,...,n_{ast} \); \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{asr}} \beta_{asr} \) - sum of the horizontal astern long mooring ropes angles, \( n_{asr} \) - number of astern long mooring ropes; \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} \beta_{ast} \) - sum of the vertical astern long mooring ropes angles, \( j = 1,...,n_{ast} \); \( \sum_{j=1}^{n_{asr}} T_{asr} \) - sum of the pretension forces of the bow springs; \( \sum_{j=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \) - sum of the horizontal bow springs angles, \( j = 1,...,n_{asr} \); \( \sum_{j=1}^{n_{ast}} \beta_{asr} \) - sum of the vertical bow springs angles, \( j = 1,...,n_{asr} \); \( n_{asr} \) - number of bow springs; \( T_{preca} \) - sum of the pretension forces on ship’s astern direction; \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \) - total pretension bow long mooring ropes force, \( y = 1,...,n_{ast} \); \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{asr}} \beta_{asr} \) - sum of the horizontal bow long mooring ropes angles, \( y = 1,...,n_{ast} \); \( \sum_{j=1}^{n_{asr}} T_{asr} \) - sum of the vertical bow long mooring ropes angles, \( j = 1,...,n_{asr} \); \( n_{asr} \) - number of bow long mooring ropes; \( \sum_{j=1}^{n_{ast}} T_{ast} \) - sum of the pretension forces of the astern springs, \( z = 1,...,n_{asr} \); \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{ast}} \beta_{ast} \) - sum of the horizontal astern springs angles, \( z = 1,...,n_{asr} \); \( n_{asr} \) - number of astern springs.

The theoretical basis presented above could be used for the calculation of the real forces, acting on ship moored to a quay wall close to the navigation channel crossed by other vessels, as well as for design.
of the quay walls and its elements, such as fenders, mooring bollards and others [9, 30].

While conducting calculations it is important to take into consideration the fact that ship mooring ropes pretension depends on the ship parameters and they should be equal to periodical forces, which are created by periodical influence, such as wind, waves, or hydrodynamic interaction of passing ships. In case pretension forces of the mooring ropes are equal to the periodic forces, the increase of the length of mooring ropes could be minimized and inertia forces will decrease or even could be close to 0.

4. Case study of limitations for the passing ship’s speed and distance to vessel moored to the quay wall to ensure quay walls maintenance and reliability

In order to investigate the limitations for passing ship’s speed and distance between a passing ship and a vessel moored to a quay wall, taking into account external forces caused by wind, current, waves and shallow water effect, a case study of Klaipeda port was considered. Such conditions are typical for the ships moored to quay wall in oil terminal of this port.

Experimental studies were carried out in Klaipeda port during different types of ships (Handy size, PANAMAX, POST PANAMAX tankers and bulk vessels) sailing close to moored vessels. The laser measurement system “Dockmaster 3” was implemented on oil terminal quay walls No.1 and No. 2 (Fig. 11) to measure mooring ropes tension and ships movement. Accuracy of “Dockmaster 3” system while measuring ship’s position was about +/- 2-3 mm, ships movement speed was measured with accuracy +/- 0.1 knot (0.05 m/s), ropes tension was assessed with accuracy +/- 0.2 kN. Additionally, during the experiments video cameras were implemented on a quay wall close to a moored ship, which recorded moored ship movement while other vessels passed through navigation channel (Fig. 12). Passing ships movement parameters and distances between the ship moored to the quay wall and passing vessels were measured by Differential GPS and additionally checked by AIS.

Figure 13 presents the situation when Standard LNG tanker (with the capacity of 150000 m³) is passing near the Klaipeda port oil terminal, where Handysize tanker (with the capacity about 30000 t) is moored to the quay wall. The distance between passing and moored to quay wall vessels is usually about 100 m up to 80 m. In turn, POST PANAMAX (DWT 110000) tanker passing near the Klaipeda port oil terminal, where Handysize tanker is moored to the quay wall, is shown in Fig. 14.
Total forces acting on moored ship should be divided into forces, that are taken by mooring ropes and resistance forces created between moored ship’s hull and fenders. In case of goods pretension mooring ropes, about 50% of forces are taken by mooring ropes and about 50% of forces belong to resistance between ship hull and fenders. Considering the mentioned conditions, the total forces (F) that have arisen by influence of wind, waves, current, passing LNG Standard tanker on the distance of 100 m to a moored ship depending on its speed are presented in Fig. 15. Total mooring ropes pretension forces in one direction, depending on pretension of every mooring rope, is presented in Fig. 16.

On the basis of the conducted calculations it was possible to compare and analyse the achieved results. In case LNG Standard tanker is passing with the speed range from 6 knots up to 8 knots (from 3,1 m/s up to 4,1 m/s) on the distance of 100 m from Handysize tanker moored to quay wall, as it was explained in the case study, LNG tanker interaction forces together with external ones (wind, waves, current and shallow water effect) that act on moored tanker mooring ropes, are in the range of 430 kN up to 720 kN. In order to prevent the movement of moored Handysize tanker along the quay wall, moored tanker mooring ropes should be pretensioned from 150 up to 250 kN each to provide relevant maintenance and reliability of the moored ships and quay walls.

5. Conclusion

The organization of safe navigation in the port area should be one of the port’s priority tasks. Therefore, complex methods should be applied to assess totality of forces affecting the ships moored to the quay walls of navigation channels while other ships are passing near these vessels. Mooring ropes pretension of the ships moored to quay wall close to navigation channels have to be considered and calculated in order to assure safe maintenance of quay walls and ships. Limitations for ships passing near the quay walls should be established for the particular conditions that may occur in port. Considering these aspects, the relevant methodology and mathematical model were elaborated and the case study was analysed.

It should be highlighted that implementation of methodology presented in this article allows to ensure relevant maintenance of quay walls and ships moored to quay walls in navigation channels in ports. Proposed methodology could be applied to different ports, where wind, current, waves and shallow water effects may take place. The received findings may be interesting and useful for seaports with navigation channels and may allow them to calculate i.a. passing ships speed depending on the distance between ships, conduct moored ships mooring ropes pretension evaluations and other calculations. The research bridges the gap in the area of reliability of the navigation channels operation in ports where ships are moored close to quay walls.

Preliminary calculations carried out using the developed methodology may form the basis for the decision-making about the speed of ships movement in navigation channels where the vessels are moored near the quay walls. Proper preparation of ships mooring to quay walls and ships passing near moored ships can ensure moored vessels and quay walls safety and reliability. Comparing the calculations results under certain conditions with real forces acting on moored ship, good correlation of achieved values may be noted. That shows the possibility to use presented methodology for solving the practical tasks.
Presented methodology has also its drawbacks; it does not take into consideration the wide range of the coefficients used to calculate the forces acting on moored ships. This problem, as well as problem of measuring the individual component forces will be considered in our further research.
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